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Master the hows and whys of documentation! This is
the ideal resource for any health care professional
needing to learn or improve their skills—with simple,
straight forward explanations of the hows and whys
of documentation. It also keeps pace with the
changes in Physical Therapy practice today,
emphasizing the Patient/Client Management and
WHO’s ICF model.
Clinical research presents health care providers with
information on the natural history and clinical
presentations of disease as well as diagnostic and
treatment options. In today's healthcare system,
patients, physicians, clinicians and family caregivers
often lack the sufficient scientific data and evidence
they need to determine the best course of treatment
for the patients' medical conditions. Initial National
Priorities for Comparative Effectiveness
Research(CER) is designed to fill this knowledge
gap by assisting patients and healthcare providers
across diverse settings in making more informed
decisions. In this 2009 report, the Institute of
Medicine's Committee on Comparative Effectiveness
Research Prioritization establishes a working
definition of CER, develops a priority list of research
topics, and identifies the necessary requirements to
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support a robust and sustainable CER enterprise. As
part of the 2009 American Recovery and
Reinvestment Act, Congress appropriated $1.1
billion in federal support of CER, reflecting
legislators' belief that better decisions about the use
of health care could improve the public's health and
reduce the cost of care. The Committee on
Comparative Effectiveness Research Prioritization
was successful in preparing a list 100 top priority
CER topics and 10 recommendations for best
practices in the field.
Medical Terminology Quick & Concise: A
Programmed Learning Approach is a unique
combination of core medical terminology and a
programmed self-study approach that allows you to
easily master and apply the building blocks of
medical terminology.
The student workbook is design to help the user
retain key chapter content. Included within this
resource are chapter objective questions, key term
definition queries, multiple choice, fill in the blank
and true or false problems.
Designed to be both comprehensive and userfriendly, the text offers easy-to-understand
explanations of medical terminology and contains
helpful learning features such as tips, case studies,
and review questions. Describes medical terms with
easy-to-understand explanations and phonetic
spellings Offers an updated edition of this practical
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guide to veterinary medical terminology Contains
real-world case studies, word lists, and review
questions that are designed to promote active
learning Includes new chapters on medical reports
and case studies and large animals, as well as
helpful memorization features Provides access to a
companion website with images, audio clips, flash
cards, and other helpful learning tools
Contains clinical information and case studies in
every chapter, information on complementary and
alterative medicine, new and updated full-colour
illustrations, new and expanded exercises, a new
crossword puzzle in each of the chapters in Part
Three, early introduction of drug information that can
be applied to subsequent chapters on the systems, a
special interest box in each chapter with information
on word derivations and usage, flashcards and an
interactive CD-ROM which includes practice tests;
word-building exercises; case studies with related
questions; labelling exercises; crossword puzzles;
template for making additional flashcards; and an
audible Pronunciation Guide.
Medical Terminology: An Illustrated Guide, 7e by
Barbara Janson Cohen uses a stepwise approach to
learning medical terminology. Part 1 describes how
medical terms are built from word parts; Part 2
introduces body structures, diseases, and
treatments; and Part 3 describes each body system.
Individual chapters also build on knowledge in
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stages: the Key Terms sections list the terms most
commonly used; more specialized terms are
included in a later section entitled “Supplementary
Terms.” The current edition includes a robust
student ancillary package delivered under the
PASSport to Success brand, with assessment
exercises, chapter quizzes, and searchable text
online, and a complete suite of instructor resources.
The addition of PrepU as a packaging option
provides a powerful value to students - the online
study experience helps them to understand and
retain course information and helps instructors to
better assess what their students may be struggling
with.
COMPREHENSIVE MEDICAL TERMINOLOGY, Fifth
Edition, offers an engaging, effective introduction to
medical terminology to prepare you for career success in
nursing, medical assisting, and other allied health
professions. Organized by body system and specialty
areas of practice, this comprehensive, highly practical
text emphasizes anatomy and physiology, pathological
conditions, diagnostic techniques, and procedures to
provide useful real-world context. The study of word
parts is integrated into every chapter to enhance
comprehension, and definitions progress from simple to
complex to steadily strengthen your ability to read and
interpret medical terms in reports and charts. A new
Learning Lab online homework solution helps you master
key concepts through interactive simulations based on
real-world scenarios. Important Notice: Media content
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referenced within the product description or the product
text may not be available in the ebook version.
This text provides the reader with an effective tool for
learning medical terminology. It includes an introduction
to A&P, pronunciations of each medical term following its
introduction, mini-reviews after each section and
comprehensive end-of-chapter reviews.
For all courses in medical This is a true introductory-level
"essentials" text focusing solely on medical terminology,
and on teaching students how to build and translate
medical terms with confidence. Designed to be fun,
accessible, and eye-catching, its powerful approach
guides students step-by-step thought mastering relevant
word parts, understanding word roots, and word
assembly. To help students learn meanings, correct
spelling, pronunciation, and other components of each
term, the book contains numerous exercises, tips, and
colorful figures for learning and practice. It is flexible
enough to be used either in support of lectures or as an
independent student workbook. Also available with
MyMedicalTerminologyLab™ This title is also available
with MyMedicalTerminologyLab—and online homework,
tutorial, and assessment program designed to work with
this text to engage students and improve results. Within
its structured environment, students practice what they
learn, test their understanding, and pursue a
personalized study plan that helps them better absorb
course material and understand difficult concepts. No
matter their learning style, students will build a solid
foundation of medical language through
MyMedicalTerminologyLab's interactive games, Dynamic
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Study Modules, and narrated lectures. Students, if
interested in purchasing this title with
MyMedicalTerminologyLab, ask your instructor for the
correct package ISBN and Course ID. Instructors,
contact your Pearson representative for more
information.
The book may be used as a text to support lectures or as
an independent student workbook. Today’s visual, learnat-your-own-pace guide to medical terminology Concise
and conversational, Medical Terminology Complete!
teaches the most current language of healthcare, using a
self-guided, programmed learning approach that has
helped thousands of students prepare for health careers.
It emphasizes the key medical terms used in hospitals
and clinics, while providing only the most essential A&P
information. With its interactive format and its wealth of
clear definitions, vivid images, practical examples, and
challenging exercises, it provides everything students
need to become proficient in speaking and
understanding the language of medicine. Also available
with MyMedicalTerminologyLab This title is also
available with MyMedicalTerminologyLab—an online
homework, tutorial, and assessment program designed
to work with this text to engage students and improve
results. Within its structured environment, students
practice what they learn, test their understanding, and
pursue a personalized study plan that helps them better
absorb course material and understand difficult
concepts. No matter their learning style, students will
build a solid foundation of medical language through
MyMedicalTerminologyLab’s interactive games,
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Dynamic Study Modules, and narrated lectures. NOTE:
You are purchasing a standalone product;
MyMedicalTerminologyLab does not come packaged
with this content. If you would like to purchase both the
physical text and MedicalTerminologyLab search for
ISBN-10: 0134045645/ISBN-13: 9780134045641. That
package includes ISBN-10: 0134042387/ISBN-13:
9780134042381 and ISBN-10: 0134088069/ISBN-13:
9780134088068. MyMedicalTerminologyLab should only
be purchased when required by an instructor.
Supported by a new, dedicated mobile app and a suite of
online learning tools, the groundbreaking ILLUSTRATED
GUIDE TO MEDICAL TERMINOLOGY, Second Edition,
is now even more effective for today’s learners. Ideal for
brief, introductory, or essentials courses, this proven text
teaches fundamental medical terms using word parts,
without bogging down in detailed anatomy and
physiology discussions. A highly visual approach—with
abundant use of tables, charts, and illustrations—makes
the text an effective resource for students of diverse
backgrounds, including ESL speakers, students focused
on career preparation, and auditory and visual learners.
Important Notice: Media content referenced within the
product description or the product text may not be
available in the ebook version.
This is the eBook of the printed book and may not
include any media, website access codes, or print
supplements that may come packaged with the bound
book. Unlocking Medical Terminology serves as a key to
discovering a new language, in a fun, eye-catching, yet
scientifically precise way. This easy to navigate book is
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designed to be used as a text to support lectures, or as
an independent workbook. To help readers learn the
meanings, correct spelling, pronunciation, and other
factors of each medical term, the book contains
numerous exercises, tips, and colorful figures for
learning and practicing. The flexibility of its application is
made possible by the book's text-like format combined
with its self-guided, exercise-driven learning program.
Wingerd uses a stair-step approach that mirrors the way
that many people learn. Instead of assuming you will
absorb volumes of information in one step, this book
presents topics in smaller pieces. Self-quizzes give you
the opportunity to master the information before you
build upon it in the next section. This approach allows
you to work at your own pace and ensures success.
Some new features include: New Art Program with a
very visual presentation of Anatomy and Physiology.
Case Studies and Medical Reports have been added to
give students real world context. More exercises
throughout to help students refine word building skills.
New See & Say approach to pronunciation, helping
students say the medical terms correctly.
Important Notice: Media content referenced within the
product description or the product text may not be
available in the ebook version.
Medical Terminology, Enhanced Second Edition uses a
proven “work text” approach that helps students master
the information they need to communicate successfully
in the health care world.
This best-selling introduction to medical terminology text
is flexible enough to be used in a traditional or a selfPage 8/23
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instructional course format. Essential Medical
Terminology, Third Edition, is based on the bodysystems approach. Suited for students of all levels in the
health professions, this text provides the appropriate
amount of detail needed to learn the basics of medical
terminology. After studying the fundamentals of
pronunciation, students can study the chapters in any
order the instructor deems appropriate.The Third Edition
also includes a new chapter on Cancer Medicine. Each
new copy of the text includes a user-friendly CD ROM*
with interactive flashcards, crossword puzzles, and
additional exercises. This text with helpful online
resources is highly accessible for all health care
students, offering a wealth of valuable information at an
attractive price. *Please note electronic formats and
Ebooks do not include access to the CD ROM. Essential
Medical Terminology is also available as an online
course. Learn more about Navigate Course Manager:
Essential Medical Terminology
http://www.jblearning.com/catalog/9781449678371/
Provides students with a foundation of knowledge they
can build on as they pursue a career in healthcare. This
work is written in a user-friendly style.
Organized to follow the textbook on a chapter-by-chapter
basis, providing questions to help the student review the
material presented in the chapter. This supplement is a
consumable resource, designed with perforated pages
so that a given chapter can be removed and turned in for
grading or checking.
This popular introduction to medical terminology is
flexible enough to be used in a traditional or a selfPage 9/23
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instructional course format. The level of detail is
appropriate for those students needing only a general
knowledge of medical terminology, particularly medical
secretaries, medical technologists, medical librarians,
and persons in all allied and paramedical health
professions. After studying the basics of pronunciation,
students can study the chapters in any order the
instructor deems appropriate. The text has been
thoughtfully revised based on the feedback of many
adopters. The result is a more streamlined presentation
with enhanced student learning aids. Organizational
changes include the following: all general word parts are
grouped together in Unit One; a review chapter on root
words is provided in Unit Four, immediately before the
body systems; the coverage of body systems in Unit Five
closely parallels the content of earlier chapters; and an
overview of each body system is included at the
beginning of the chapters in Unit Five.
Now in its 2nd edition, Medical Terminology Express
adapts Barbara Gylys’s proven word-building
techniques for the short-course. Organized by body
system, this text shows the connection between
anatomical structures and associated medial word roots.
Using a consistent, logical, and step-by-step approach,
MEDICAL TERMINOLOGY: A LIVING LANGUAGE, 5/e
introduces students to the anatomy and physiology of
body systems and the corresponding medical terms
related to them. For each body system, broad coverage
of anatomy, physiology, pathology, diagnostic
procedures, treatment procedures, and pharmacology is
provided. The author emphasizes both terms built from
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Latin and Greek word parts, and modern English terms,
helping students develop a full working word part
vocabulary they can use to interpret any new term. This
edition contains many new terms, and has been
reorganized for more efficient learning. To eliminate
confusion, Word Building tables have been removed
from each chapter and the terms have been distributed
throughout the pathology, diagnostic procedure, and
treatment procedure tables, where they are more
immediately relevant to students.

Quickly master the basics of medical terminology
and begin speaking and writing terms almost
immediately! Using Davi-Ellen Chabner's proven
learning method, Medical Terminology: A Short
Course, 7th Edition omits time-consuming,
nonessential information and helps you build a
working medical vocabulary of the most frequently
encountered prefixes, suffixes, and word roots.
Medical terms are introduced in the context of
human anatomy and physiology to help you
understand exactly what they mean, and case
studies, vignettes, and activities demonstrate how
they're used in practice. With all this plus medical
animations, word games, and flash cards on the
Evolve companion website, you'll be amazed at how
easily medical terminology becomes part of your
vocabulary.Self-teaching text/workbook approach
reinforces learning every step of the way with
labeling diagrams, pronunciation tests, and review
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sheets throughout the book.Clear, non-technical
explanations demystify medical terminology even if
you've had little or no background in science or
biology."Picture Show" activities, practical case
studies, and vignettes demonstrate real-life
applications of medical terms in describing describe
pathology and procedures.Full-color images illustrate
anatomical and pathological terms.""Principal
Diagnosis""feature shows how medical terms are
used in clinical practice by asking you to read
physician notes about a case and determine the
patient s principal diagnosis."First Person" narratives
help you understand diseases and conditions from
the patient s perspective."Spotlight" feature identifies
and clarifies potentially confusing terminology.
""Medical Terminology Check Up"" at the end of
each chapter reinforces your understanding of key
concepts.Labeled illustrations in the Spanish
glossary present Spanish terms for major anatomical
structures.A tablet-optimized Evolve companion
website includes word games, learning exercises,
audio pronunciations, animations, an anatomy
coloring book, electronic flash cards, and more.
NEW andUPDATEDmedical informationkeeps you
current with today s healthcare terminology, and
includes new illustrations clarifying difficult concepts
and procedures. IMPROVED! Evolve resources"
"are now optimized for tablet use, and mobileoptimized versions of the flash cards and quick
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quizzes make it easier for on-the-go study and
review. "
Make learning medical terminology faster and more
fun with Quick & Easy Medical Terminology, 6th
Edition! Featuring CDs with interactive games and
audio pronunciations, this book helps you begin
reading, writing, and speaking medical terms in the
shortest time possible. Small chunks of information
are always followed immediately by exercises, so
students will be learning "every minute!" The many
puzzles, activities, and games make it easier to
understand and remember terminology. Written in a
clear, conversational style by Peggy C. Leonard, MT,
MEd, this book gives you the tools to communicate
effectively in the health care environment. A
companion CD reinforces learning with fun,
interactive exercises, including medical reports and
Hear It/Spell It exercises. Two audio CDs let you
listen to correct pronunciations of medical terms and
encourage you to pronounce each term aloud. A
flexible, body systems organization lets you go
through the material in any order after completing
the orientation chapters, making it easy to coordinate
your study with other courses such as anatomy and
physiology. The programmed learning approach
presents content in small blocks called 'frames' that
allow you to learn the content and get immediate
feedback on your progress before proceeding.
Diverse learning styles are accommodated by a wide
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variety of exercises -- labeling diagrams, writing
terms, choosing pronunciation accents, recognizing
misspelled terms, matching word parts, interpreting
terms within health reports, and categorizing terms.
Unique! A conversational writing style makes the
book more readable and enjoyable. Unique!
Thorough explanations of terms help you understand
and remember the material by presenting
terminology in a medical context. A consistent format
to body systems chapters uses categories to simplify
the learning of terms, with each chapter including
function; structure; diseases, disorders, and
diagnostic terms; and surgical and therapeutic
interventions. Healthcare reports and case studies
allow you to apply your knowledge to real-life
situations. A review of anatomy and physiology at
the beginning of each body systems chapter
provides a context for understanding the medical
terminology. Drug information is integrated into the
body systems chapters, with detailed information on
specific drugs on CD. Caution boxes alert you to
confusing terms. Spanish translations of key terms
are listed in each chapter to help you communicate
with Hispanic patients; glossaries are included in the
appendix. Comprehensive end-of-chapter reviews
correspond to the learning objectives at the
beginning of the chapter. A bookmark includes a
quick-reference guide to pronouncing terms plus a
list of pronunciation symbols. A companion Evolve
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website includes study tips, electronic flashcards,
Body Spectrum coloring pages, an English/Spanish
glossary, learning activities that include Spanish
term exercises, updates, and links to related sites.
"Medical Terminology With Case Studies in Sports
Medicine, Second Edition is a fun, easy-to-read
resource written specifically for allied health
students. The text provides interesting facts in an
easy-to-remember format with the help of two
companions, a pirate skeleton named Skully and his
trusty pirate dog, Bean. Dr. Katie Walsh Flanagan
presents the Second Edition in three main sections
to help facilitate learning in a simple, non-intimidating
way. Section I is an introduction to medical
terminology and contains principles of word building,
body organization, medical abbreviations and
therapeutic and diagnostic procedures. Section II is
organized by each body system which is presented
as an island (for example, the cardiovascular system
is represented as Cardio Island). Skully and Bean
bring the common prefixes and suffixes with them as
they add the unique terms of each body system and
create new words related to the chapter. Section III
contains appendices for specialized areas that
students may be interested in exploring, but are not
contained in-depth in any chapter. Instructors in
educational settings can visit
www.efacultylounge.com for additional materials to
be used for teaching in the classroom. Pick up
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Medical Terminology With Case Studies in Sports
Medicine, Second Edition and join Skully and Bean
as they travel from island to island (body system to
body system) in this easy-to-read, colorful,
invaluable, and fun resource for all allied health
students"--Provided by publisher.
Designed for the beginning health care student,
INTRODUCTION TO MEDICAL TERMINOLOGY 3E
simplifies the process of learning hundreds of
complex medical terms. The See and Say
pronunciation system makes pronouncing unfamiliar
terms easy. Because word parts are integral to
learning medical terminology, mastery of these
building blocks is emphasized in every chapter.
Organized by body system, chapters begin with an
overview of the structures and functions of that
system so you can relate these to the specialties,
pathology, diagnostic, and treatment procedures that
follow. A workbook offers word part and
comprehensive medical terminology reviews,
flashcards, and learning exercises in a variety of
formats that require written answers. Important
Notice: Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available
in the ebook version.
This best-selling introduction to medical terminology
is based on the body-systems method and is flexible
enough to be used in traditional or self-instructional
course formats. Suited for students of all levels in the
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health professions, the accessible Essentials of
Medical Terminology, FIfth Edition provides the
appropriate amount of detail needed to learn the
basics of medical terminology. After learning the
fundamentals of pronunciation, students can study
the chapters in any order the instructor deems
appropriate.
A Contextual and Word-Building Approach! Harness
the power of context in your medical terminology
course! Developed by dynamic clinical expert
Melodie Hull, a trained professional in language
methodology, this comprehensive text combines the
latest techniques in language development to build
your command of the language of medicine. A
dramatic clinical scenario, based on the real world of
hospital and medical office environments, becomes
the engine that introduces you to medical language
in context. Learn crucial terms and commonly used
words and phrases as you follow each patient
through assessment, treatment, and
recovery/rehabilitation. Reinforce what you've
learned with a proven word-building approach and
helpful exercises to enhance your skills. Listen to
Melodie Hull talk (mp3) about her book, including
why she wrote it and how it provides learners the
practice, skills and knowledge needed to become
fluent medical language speakers and users. Want
to learn even more about Medical Language? Listen
to this detailed walkthrough of Chapter 5 (mp3; 10
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minutes), also from the author, Melodie Hull. NEW!
Online. Interactive. Progressive. The Medical
Language Lab is the new, interactive, online
program that ensures your students master the
language of medicine. Based on proven language
methodology, it guides your students step by step
from basic through advanced levels of proficiency to
become confident medical language speakers. A
special code in the front of the book unlocks The
MLL for you and your students. Use it with your
current learning management system or with its
integrated grade book. Customize it to meet the
needs of your course. Want to learn more? Explore
all the Medical Language Lab has to offer through
this video series.
Essential Medical Terminology, Fourth Edition is
included in the 2015 edition of the essential
collection of Doody s Core Titles. Essential Medical
Terminology, Fourth Edition is updated with a new
full-color design as well as new and revised terms
and definitions. The Fourth Edition includes more
than 200 full-color photos, illustrations, and tables to
enhance key points and aid comprehension. This
best-selling introduction to medical terminology is
based on the body-systems method and is flexible
enough to be used in traditional or self-instructional
course formats. Suited for students of all levels in the
health professions, this accessible text provides the
appropriate amount of detail needed to learn the
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basics of medical terminology. After learning the
fundamentals of pronunciation, students can study
the chapters in any order the instructor deems
appropriate. NEW TO THE FOURTH EDITION New
and revised terms Additional test questions
Objectives added to selected chapters Updated
bibliography in Appendix B Several new interactive
learning tools FEATURES Confusing Medical Terms
Pharmacology and Medical Terminology Allied
Health Professions New full-color pictures showing
common clinical disorders and associated anatomy
Each new copy of Essential Medical Terminology,
Fourth Edition includes an access code for the
Navigate Companion Website including an
Interactive Glossary with audio pronunciation.
Please note some electronic formats do not include
access to the companion website. Access to the
companion website may be purchased separately."
The proven guide to learning medical vocabularynow offering even more opportunities to learn,
practice, and connect up-to-date vocabulary with real
healthcare clients and careers. This comprehensive,
proven text offers a logical, simple system for
learning medical vocabulary primarily by building
terms from word parts. "Medical Terminology for
Health Care Professionals, "8/e first introduces
medical terminology and its essential suffixes and
prefixes; then guides students logically through each
key body system, working from the outside in, and
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from simple systems to complex. Additional specialty
chapters cover oncology, radiology/nuclear
medicine, and more; this edition's mental health
chapter is fully revised for DSM-5, published May
2013. Every chapter is built around a color-coded
word list showing how word parts are built,
pronounced, and defined. Most pages also contain
vibrant images, including anatomically precise
drawings, authentic medical photos, and engaging
labeling activities. Updated throughout, this Eighth
Edition's new features include: Combining Forms
tables with meanings; streamlined and improved
discussions of anatomy; Rule Reminders; integrated
Study and Review Exercise sections throughout
each system chapter; new case study vignettes;
Practical Application Exercises using modern EHR
records; and many new images. Teaching and
Learning Experience This text will help health
professionals quickly master the modern terminology
of healthcare, and master techniques for decoding
any new term, in any area of healthcare, throughout
their careers. Its key differentiators include: Intuitive
"word parts" approach to building medical
vocabulary: A step-by-step approach proven to build
both mastery and confidence in students with a wide
range of backgrounds and goals Innovative
pedagogy, including extensive opportunities to
deepen understanding through practice (both print
and online): Provides everything from EHR-based
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application exercises to pronunciation guides and
Spanish-language translators Broad coverage that
goes far beyond many medical terminology books:
Includes coverage of topics ranging from cancer to
mental illness, anatomy and physiology to lifespan
considerations, thereby preparing students to enter a
wider spectrum of careers
Providing a quick and easy approach to learning
medical terminology, A Short Course in Medical
Terminology, 3rd Edition and online resources is
perfect for use in a 1- or 2- credit course or as
continuing education or self-study. Using a concise
mnemonic approach, the book’s consistently
formatted chapters and word tables show students
how to memorize word parts and use word building
to learn medical terminology. The book covers
terminology related to structure and function,
diseases and disorders, abbreviations, medical
specialties (including pharmacology), and health
professions. The Third Edition engages students
with hundreds of fun and engaging in-text, , and
online exercises, including new flashcard and audio
pronunciation activities, crossword puzzles,
Hangman, medical case record and spelling bee
questions, figure labeling exercises, and true/false,
fill-in-the-blank, and multiple choice exercises.
Terms are reviewed in narrative context, with case
study exercises and term review. The updated Third
Edition includes new case studies that highlight the
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role medical terminology plays in communication,
new online top 200 pharmacology flash cards with
audio pronunciations, new photos, and a wide range
of additional visual, kinesthetic, and auditory
questions that appeal to a wide variety of learning
styles and preferences.
Learn the basics of medical terminology with Medical
Terminology: A Short Course, 8th Edition! Based on
Davi-Ellen Chabner's proven learning method, this
streamlined text omits time-consuming, nonessential
information and helps you quickly build a working
medical vocabulary of the most frequently
encountered prefixes, suffixes, and word roots.
Medical terms are introduced in the context of
human anatomy and physiology so you understand
exact meaning, and case studies, vignettes, and
activities demonstrate how they're used in practice.
With writing and interacting with medical terminology
on almost every page, you’ll learn the content by
doing the work. In addition, an Evolve companion
website reinforces understanding with medical
animations, word games, and flash cards. Easy to
read and understandable language allows you,
regardless of medical background, to quickly grasp
and retain medical terminology. Self-teaching
text/workbook approach reinforces learning every
step of the way with labeling diagrams, pronunciation
tests, and review sheets throughout the book. First
Person narratives help you to understand diseases
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and conditions from the patient’s perspective.
Picture Show activities, practical case studies, and
vignettes demonstrate real-life applications of
medical terms in describing describe pathology and
procedures. Principal Diagnosis feature shows how
medical terms are used in clinical practice by asking
you to read physician notes about a case and
determine the patient’s principal diagnosis. Medical
Terminology Check Up at the end of each chapter
reinforces your understanding of key concepts.
Spotlight feature identifies and clarifies potentially
confusing terminology. Full-color images illustrate
anatomical and pathological terms. Evolve student
resources optimized for tablet use, and mobileoptimized versions of the flash cards and quick
quizzes make it easier for on-the-go study and
review. UNIQUE! Accompanying online course
(MTO) provides interactive resources not possible in
the print text. NEW! Body Systems Challenge selftest reinforces content understanding at your own
pace.
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